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Words – Isla McKechnie

licence to thrill:
Unleash your inner 007
with the vertiginous
R200 Water Jetpack

P layt i m e
Dip into Tony Stark’s toybox and supplement the luxury yacht with gung-ho
gadgets and tidal transport befitting a super-wealthy superhero
As another boat show season tapers off and the
superyacht industry looks towards the busy Caribbean
months, yacht aficionados are busying themselves with
the bright new things in tenders and toys. As the charter
fleet heads ever closer toward 1,000 yachts in the market,
those yachts with a savvy marketing gameplan stock their
garage with an arsenal of toys to help them stand out. Here,
then, are the outstanding examples in innovation, fun and
engineering, which will be the most sought-after yacht
accessories of 2014.
There’s the jetpack, of course. Subject of much interest
wherever it pops up, propelling its user along above water,
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the Jetlev R200 Water Jetpack is a superhero dream brought
to life. It’s the only water flight system approved for use
by the US Coast Guard and, more importantly, is a total
adrenalin rush for the user.
Strap in and take off for a personal flight experience which,
at its maximum, climbs to eight and a half metres. Guests
experience the sensation of weightlessness, levitating in the
air, with no visible support from above or below and are able
to use the jetpack to explore the coves and coastline around
the yacht’s anchor site. Although recommended for strong,
healthy people, the Jetpack requires very little physical input
from the user. Buckle in and prepare to fly.
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water babies:
Uboat Worx’ C-Explorer
2 (above) and the
Maori37 (below)

Keeping guests entertained on the yacht is one thing,
transporting them to the yacht is another altogether. Tenders
which reflect the style of the mothership are firmly in vogue
and increasingly used to set the tone of the charter from
the outset. The Maori37 is sleek and hungry-looking, its
bold lines etched out in blocks of charcoal, red and silver. At
11m in length, there’s room for two cabins and a bathroom.
The Maori 37 has become a favourite choice for yachts that
need a day tender with a bit of bite.
Dolvik’s D28 Classical Sport Cruiser is a tender that sits
at the other end of the spectrum. Smooth steering under
all conditions, these hand-built mahogany boats are the
epitome of classic elegance with unprecedented performance
and speed.
And then there’s U-Boat Worx’ C-Explorer 2: part
submarine, part transport and all fun. This two-person
submarine cruises at three knots below the surface and is just
the vehicle to ensure the yacht’s guests have a truly immersive
holiday. Pilot and passenger are perched on upright seats,

while cabin pressure and humidity are kept comfortable by
the submersible’s air conditioning system. Guests will relish
the ability to be able to explore what lies beneath.
From below, to above to alongside, this year’s most wanted
toys and tenders provide looks, performance and experiential
thrills to a yacht’s charter offering.
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